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Abstract. If every nonnegative integer occurs in exactly one of the integer sequences QiU+$, 
It = 0, 1,2, . . . . 0 < 41 (... Lam, 0 5 bi < aj, i = 1, . . . . m, then the system ain + bi is called an 
exactly covering system (ECS). Our main result is that ain f bi is an ECS if and only if 
I%! _ ape1 B,(bi/ai) = B, for every nonnegative integer M, where B, is the nth Bernoulli 
nirn!be\. Several congruential identities can be derived from this result, two of which are given. 
It is further shown that the main result implies the well-known theorem that am_l = am for an 
ECS. The standard proof of this result uses a generating function and roots of unity. Two con- 
nections between this standard proof and the present proof are given at nihe nd. 
1. Introduction 
A system of arithl,. tic sequences 
ain + bi.. n = 0, 1,2, . ..) ai, b, integers, 
O<a,< . ..yLa., O< bi<ai, i= t ,..., jn (rn> 1) 
is said to be an exactly covering system (ECS), if every nonnegative in- 
teger occurs in exactly one of the sequences. In Section 2 we prove the 
following characterization of an ECS: 
Thearem 1. The sptem (I) is an EC’S if and only if 
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for every nonnegative integer n, where B,, (x) is the nth Bernoulli poly- 
nomial and B, = B, (0) is the nth Bernoulli’ number. 
Theorem 1 also implies several congruential identities. As an example, 
we prave in Section 3 
Theorem 2. (i) Let p be a prime, k any posit&e integer. If ( 1) is an ECS, 
then 
z ai I (pbf”(P-” t 1) f 0 (mod ,II). 
P lai 
(ii) Let p be a prime > 3. If (1) is an ECS, then 
The following result is well-known. 
Theorem 3. If ( 1) is an KS, then a, _1 - a,.,, . 
The following elegant proof of Theorlem 3 is due, according to Erdos 
131, to Mirsky and Newman, and was later also given by Davenport and 
Kado: Write down the generating function xbi/( 1 -x”i) of an arithmetic 
sequen. e. Then 
m-s Xbi m 
c -+ c i=l l-yai i=m-s+l 
where we assume here and in the , 
Xbi 1 
_ =- 
1 -Xanz 1 --x ’ 
sequel, 
a m-s < am-s+1 = .*- = a, (3 > 1). _ 
Let $ be a primitive a, th root of unity. Letting x + J/, the second 
term on the left is the only one becoming unbounded, unless 
x:,_,+t GE’ = 0, which clearly implies s 2 2. 
6 2. Proof of llltcorem 1 3451 
In Section 4 we prove Theorem 3 by means of Theorem 1. Two con- 
nections between the present proof and the standard proof of Theorem 
3 are given in the final Section 5. 
2. hoof of Theorem 1 
The following elementary properties of Bernoulli polynomials will be 
required. See e.g. [ 1; 2; 41. The Bernoulli polynomials are defined by 
B,(x) = 5 (;)X”-k B, , 
k=O 
where the Bernoulli numbers B, = B,(O) are defined by B. = I and 
the recursion 
orbyBo=l,BI =--4 and 
2( 2k)! 
B2k = (-l)k-l - 
(zn)2k 5(2k’ (k > Q) 3 
where c(s) = XL= f F-P is the Riemann {-fxction. k&o Bak+l = 0 for 
k > 0. The following identity is fundamental: 
k-l 
c nt 
B,, (Q-B,, =_ 
i=O t+9 
(k, t positive integers). 
Let A be the least common multiple of al, . . . , a, . Then (1) is an 
ECS if and only if 
(3) (0, 1, . ..&I-1 ! = i!I (bi, ai + bi, . . . . (P’i-1 )a, + bi) 
for every positive integer k, where Yi = kA/ai, and all the integers in the 
union are distinct. Therefore, 
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for every real r. If t is any positive integer, then 
Bt+lW)-Bt+l e 5 ‘2 a! (“!‘) (a; 1 bi)“’ -1 (Bi(‘i)-Bj) . 
i=l j=() ’ J 
Writing x for kA, this equation is a polynomial in x of degree 5 t + !. , 
whose roots are kA, k = I, 2,3, . . . . Therefore it vanishes identically. 
The coefficient c of (kA)f+l-n on the left-hand side is (‘i I) B, . On 
the right-hand side, 
m t+1 % 
c= z i ai 
i=l 
n-1 I tg 
*= _ 
n (‘)‘I (t+{_n) (a;’ biS+‘+ Bj_t_l+n 
m z+l 
= z i ai C 
i=l 
‘~-’ (‘~‘) 
j=t+ 1 -n 
(t+~_i) (a’~1 bi)“‘-’ Bn_t_ l+j 
a7-l B,(a;’ bi). 
This implies (2). 
Conversely, identity (2) implies (4) by reversing th7 above steps. On 
both sides of (4) ttiere is a sum of tfh powers of k.A integers I in the 
range 0 5 1 < kA. Suppose that (3) does not hold. Let I be the largest 
integer in the range 0 < I < kA which is obtained with multiplicity 




nf z E ‘5: (rtai +bi)t , 
i=l n=O 
where the dash on the last summation indicates that all terms nai + bi > 
I are omitted. Dividing both sides by It, we see that the left-hand 
and right-lhand sides approach 1 and I respectively, as t + 00. Hence (3) 
must hold, and (1) is an ECS. 
$3.ProofofTheorem 2 
3. Roof of Theorem 2 
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Replacing M by 2n in (2) gives 
(5) ,I$ %?n-’ B2, (al: 1 bi) = B2,, (fl>_ 0). 
Put 2n = pk(p- 1) i.tl(5) and multiply it by p: 
m 2n 
xc pa?-' t2y) <a;' bi)2n-jBj =p2,, . 
i=][ j=O ’ 
Note that 
($(J”;$ = 0 (mod p) , I = ! 2, . . . . pk - 1 , 
and that by von Staudt”s Theorem [2; 41 , 
-1 (modp) if (p--1:t I 2n , 
PB2n f 
0 (clod p) otherwise 
for n > 0. Theyi. fore, 




t > pal71 bgk@-l)z C 
i=l 1 P lai 
pa;’ bfk@-') (modp), 
and 
vl 
2 ) ai pk@-1) -1 5 C a~kip-~l)-l 3 x 071 
i=l PtQi ! P*i ' 
= l- c at:’ (modp), - 
P lai 
assertion (i) follows. 
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Now Put n = p in (5). Note that 
(@ = 0 (mod p). j= 1,2 ,..., p-l . 
By Adams’ generalized Theorem [41, B,, zs 0 (mod p) for p > 3. There- 
fore, 
5 (arl bfp + (F_l)af-2 bf+’ BP_, 
i=l 1 
+ (“,p) a? 3 bf B 1 ) 2p-2, 
=O(modp). 
By von St audt’s Theorem, 
(zl) B p-l - =---#$)E--2(modp). 
Therefore, 
5 (ai1 bfp 
i=l 
-2af’-* b:‘l +afpD3 bf)E O(modp), 
Asserfion (ii) now follows from 
m 
IE a,: 1 bfp E c 
i=l 
aF1 bf -t 
ptaibi ’ 
c al? bfp (mod y), 
PI aibi 
E (&+3 b* 
i=I -i i - 2af-* bf+‘)z - x a? bf (modp). pfaibi ’ 
4. ‘I’lhedrem 1 implies Theorem 3 
Divide (5) by a:-’ B,, . Then 
(6) 3 (ai1 ai)2n-1 5 (a,:’ bi)*“-‘? (i;) 9 
i=l ;=l 
= o( 1). 
B&l 
$4. Theorem 1 implies Theorem 3 
Now, 
(2n) Bzi =(-1)” -j ______ -_ , 
(2@- G s’(2]) 
2i 4, (2n-2jl3I f(2p2) 
andfork> 1, 





BY W, A, + C,, = o(l). Since (a&’ ai)n + ~;i!in-+= (i<m--s),and 
cosx=z:O” j=* (-1)’ X2j/(2j)!, Et is easy t0 SW that 
lim A, = 0, lim Cn = 5 
n400 n+m i=m -st 1 
COS (2n $7 ’ bi) . 
Theretore, (6) implies Xi”=, _-s+ L cos (2~ a; ’ bi) = 0. 
Let b be any integer. It is clear that if (I j is an KS, then so is the 
system ain + b;, where bi + b = qai + bf, qb b; integers satisfying q 2 0, 
0 5 bi < ai. This implies s > 1, proving Theorem 3. 
5. Cmnections to standard proof 
(i) Replacing n by 2n + 1 in (2) gives . 
fi Gl? B:ln+l i=l 1 (at: ’ bi) = B 2n+l - 
D.ividing by (%;+ 1 1)a2n B , m 2n leads to the requirement 
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I=m -s+ 1 
sin (2n a,’ bi) = 0. 
rr ’ 
c 
Thus we obtain again the condition ZErn ++ l I$” = 01, where JI is a prim- 
itive a, th root of unity. 
(ii). If (1) is an ECS, the following gener:lting function equality must 
hold: 
e(Mi+ bj)X . 
i=l R=O 
Takiijg the tth derivative at x = 0 gives (4). 
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